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AP Literature

Learning Packet Overview
Students will access Google Classroom for assignments, discussion questions, materials, and extension readings and recordings. Students should check their KIPP email or sign in to our class’s Google Classroom with this code: zkgshe3z

Students were expected to finish reading Jane Eyre over spring break; there are several discussion and analysis prompts for students to engage with this material. Additionally, students had the option to pick up a copy of Wide Sargasso Sea. If they already have their copy, there are reading guides and assignments for this text, as well. If they do not have their copy, they can reach out to Ms. S and she will ensure that Ops mails them their copy.

Necessary Materials
- Student copy of Jane Eyre (if unavailable, a link to the electronic version is provided on the Google Classroom site)
- Student copy of Wide Sargasso Sea (if unavailable, contact Ms. S for a mailed copy OR purchase your own online)
- Access to a computer and internet
- Access to the Google Classroom site

How students will be successful in AP Lit
Students will be successful if:
- They complete the reading of all core novels
- They seek out support (through Ms. S, through classmates, through online resources) if they do not understand the text
- They engage with discussion questions and assignments on Google Classroom
- They complete Albert.io AP-aligned tasks (linked on Google Classroom)

How caregivers can help students be successful
Caregivers can help students be successful by:
- Asking them about the texts we are reading
- Reading along with them! Jane Eyre is readily available online.
- Ensuring they have access to a computer/phone and internet for at least 30 mins/day to do AP Lit work (does not have to happen every day... for spend 1 hour of work on AP Literature and fulfill two days’ worth of work).
- Asking about the feedback their student is getting from Ms. Stasik on the discussion questions, AP Tasks, and Albert.io prompts